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The present invention relates to sectional mat 
tresses for invalids and contemplates construct 
ing either the leg-rest section or the thigh-rest 
section of the mattress, or each of them, in the 
form of a pair of independently adjustable sec 
tions with winding mechanism operable from the 
side of the mattress for individually raising each 
of‘ said sections above the horizontal position; 
alternatively, the adjustable leg-rest or thigh 
rest section, or each of them,‘ may incorporate a 
pair of smaller independently adjustable sec 
tions. The pair of independently adjustable sec 
tions-are adapted to be adjusted by the provi 
sion‘ of any suitable winding mechanism. 
The pivotal axes of the thigh-rest section and 

leg-rest section are coincident, the thigh-rest 
section overlapping a portion of the leg-rest sec 
tion. It is preferred to provide a ?xed hori 
zontal seat section for supporting the buttocks 
between the trunk section and the adjustable 
thigh-rest section. 
The provision according to the present inven 

tion of winding mechanism operable from the side 
of the mattress for raising each independent sec 
tion of the mattress, enables each section to be 
individually raised and held in its adjusted posi 
tion even when the bed is occupied. 
The accompanying drawings illustrate an ‘ad 

justable sectional mattress incorporating my im 
provements, the mattress being shown incor 
porated in a bedstead which can be‘used as a 
stretcher. Fig. I is a plan ‘view showing only a 
part of the spring surface. Fig. 2 is a side sec 
tional view showing the movable mattress sections 
raised. Fig. 3 is a sectional view on the line 3-3 
of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the mat 
tress of my invention. 
The mattress shown comprises a rectangular 

outer frame 3 supported on legs 4. The frame 3 
supports an adjustable head-and-shoulders sup 
port or trunk section A, a ?xed horizontal seat 
section D, twin adjustable thigh rest sections 13 
and B1, and twin adjustable leg-rest sections C 
and C1, each consisting of metal or other side 
bars between which is stretched the spring sur 
face which may consist of connected helical 
springs 9 or any other convenient form of spring 
surface suitable for a mattress of this type. The 
side bars 6a of trunk section A are connected by I 
an end bar 1. The side bars 60 of the leg-rest 
sections C and C1 are connected by end bars 8. 
The trunk section A is pivoted or hinged at In 
to the frame 3 and is adjustable by the provision 
of a pair of toothed quadrants II which are 
pivoted at [0 and ?xed to the side bars 6a and 
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which mesh with‘ a pair of worm pinions I 2 
actuated by bevel gearing 1I3 from a "cross-shaft 
M ?tted at its end-s with ?xed or removable oper 
ating handles Ma, which‘ may be either hand 
wheels or‘hand cranks. The mechanism for ad 
justing the trunk) section‘ A is supported by 
brackets 10a suspended from ‘the frame 3. " The 
‘trunk section A may carry a table and/or book 
rest I. Catches 2| for‘holding thebook-rest in 
folded position behind the trunk section A may 
be ?xed upon a cross~rod 2la so that they move 
‘together, the cross-rod Zia being ?tted at either 
or both ends with‘ a handle Mb. The frame 3 
has a recessed portion 2 for the reception'of the 

15 folded table when the trunk section is in a lowered 
position. ‘ 

The-?xed seat section D adjoins the trunksec 
tion A and when the latter is horizontal the seat 
section D forms a continuation of it. ‘The seat 

‘39 section D may be provided with a bed pan 53 
supported between two cross- rods 54, 55 which 
are secured to the frame 3. ‘ 
The twin thigh-rest sections B, 13% and twin 

leg-rest sections 0, C1 have‘ the same pivotal axis 
‘35 22 which is located just in rear of the ?xed‘ seat 

section D. Each thigh rest section comprises a 
pair of parallel side bars 6b pivoted at 22' to the 
outer frame 3; the parallel sidebars resting when 
horizontal upon the parallel side bars 50 of‘ the 

-0 leg-rest sections C and C1. The adjoining‘vsides 
of the twin thigh-rest sections B, B1 and the ad 
joining sides of the twin leg-rest sections C, C1, 
are hinged at 56 to a supportingarm 5T ?xed to 
the cross-rod 55. ‘ ‘ 

35‘ The side bars 6b of each thighérest section 
have depending arms 23 which are articulated 
to arms or levers v26 ?xed to a cross-shaft 21, 
there being two cross-shafts 21, one for each 
thigh-rest section. The shafts 21 are supported 

40 at their outer ends in brackets 58 ?xed to the 
outer frame 3 and are revolubly mounted at 
their inner ends in an arm suspended from a 
cross rod 59 ?xed to the brackets 58, said shafts 
21‘ being so mounted that they can rotate inde 
pendently. Fixed to each shaft 21 is a slotted 
fork arm 29, the slots in which are engaged by 
projections on a nut 30 which works on a screw 
3| supported at one end in a thrust block 32 
on a ?xed cross-rod 33 and at its other end by 
a yoke 34 and bracing arms 24 engaging a cross 
shaft 35 projecting at one end through the outer 
frame 3. The inner ends of the two cross-shafts 
35 are supported in a bearing bracket from a 

__ cross-bar 38 extending across the outer frame 3. 
"‘L’ The outer ends of the shafts 35 are ?tted with 
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?xed or detachable handles 35a whereby the 
shafts 35 through bevel gearing 36, 31 may be 
caused to rotate the screws 3| to cause the travel 
of the nuts 30 to rock the slotted forks 29 and 
shafts 21 to raise or lower the rods 23 and thigh 
rest sections B and B1, ‘each of which can be 
independently adjusted. 
Each leg-rest section C, C1 is provided with 

depending links 40 jointed to the ends of arms 
or levers 4| fixed to cross-shafts, 42, there being 
a shaft 42 for each leg-rest section. Each shaft 
42 has ?xed thereon a slotted fork 43 engaged 
by a nut 44 on a screw 45 supported on a thrust 
block 46 on a ?xed cross-rod 41. The screws 
45 are operable by means of bevel-gearing 53, 
5|‘ and aligned shafts 49 supported at their inner 
ends in a bearing bracket 62 on a cross bar 
63 and ?tted at their outer ends with actuating 
handles 49a. Yokes 48 and bracing arms 25 sup 
port the driven endsof the screws 45 from the ‘ 
shafts 49 and a cross bar '52. The leg-rest sec 
tions C and C1 are thus independently adjust 
able. The shafts 42 are supported at their outer 
ends in brackets 5|‘, ?xed’ to the outer'frame 3 
and are revolubly mounted at their inner ends ~ 
in an arm carried by a cross rod 60 ?xed to 
the brackets 6|. ' 

The two sets of bevel .pinion- shafts 35 and 
49 may be provided with clutch mechanism or 
other means to connect each set together at 
their meeting ends for use when it is desired 
to raise the sections B, B1 simultaneously and 
the sections C, C1 simultaneously. ' 
Ends 64, 65 maybe provided at the four cor 

ners of the frame 3 and the legs 4 may be pro- -' 
vided with a rule-joint or hinge to enable'the 
legs to be used as carrying arms when it is de 
sired to use the bedstead as a stretcher, and 
for hospital‘use the bedstead may be ?tted to 
a wheeled carriage. 
Instead of the mechanism described and il 

lustrated for adjusting the position of themat 
tress sections, I may employ any suitable mech 
anism and, if desired, I may support the sec 
tions in any inclined position by suitable ad 
justable struts or- the like.‘ ' =1 ' ‘ 

If desired, motor-driven mechanism provided 
with a hand control may be provided to enable 
the ‘patient to raise‘ and lower the various 
sections. , a 

. I claim: - a ' I . , ' 

V 1. An», invalid’s sectional mattress structure 
comprising an outer rectangular frame, a mat 
tress made in sections adapted to rest horizon 
tally in. and to ?ll said frame, said mattress 
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sections including a trunk section hinged at one 
end to said frame intermediate the length thereof 
so as to occupy a portion of said frame, twin 
leg-rest sections disposed side by side and each 
independently hinged at one end to said frame 
to occupy another portion of said frame, the 
hinge of each leg-rest section being at the end 
of said section nearer the trunk section, inde 
pendently vadjustable winding mechanisms oper 
able from the sides of the mattress for indi 
vidually raising each of said sections into a po 
sition inclined to and above the outer frame, 
thereby to raise the leg-sections independently 
of one another and independently of the trunk 
section to an angle of less than 180 degrees to 
the latter, twin thigh-rest sections each overlap 
ping and adapted to rest upon a portion of one 
of the leg-rest sections at the end thereof nearer 
the trunk section, each thigh rest'section being 
hinged at its end nearer the trunk section and 
having its pivotal axis coincident with the piv 
otal axis of theunderlying leg-rest'section, and 
independently adjustable winding 'mechanism 
operable to raise each of said thigh-rest sections 
individually into an acutely inclined position rel 
atively to its underlying‘thigh-rest section. 

2. A convertible stretcher and mattress struc 
ture comprising a stretcher frame, 'members 
hinged to the corners-of said frame and mov 
able from a position in which they serve as sup 
porting legs at right angles to the frame into 
a position in line with the frame‘ thereby to 
serve as stretcher carrying handles, a stretcher 
mattress made in sections adapted to rest hori 
zontally in and to ?ll said frame, some of said 
sections being mounted on horizontal axes in 
said frame and being adapted to be raised into 
inclined positions, and said sections including 
twin leg-rest sections disposed side by side and 
each independently hinged at one end to said 
stretcher frame intermediate the'length thereof, 
independently adjustable winding mechanism for 
individually raising each of said leg-restsections 
independently of the other, twin-thigh-rest sec 
tions each overlapping and adapted to rest upon 
a portion of one of the leg-rest sections, each 
thigh-rest section being hinged on a pivotal axis 
coincident with the pivotal axis of the under 
lying leg-rest section, and independently adjust‘ 
able Winding mechanism operable to raise each 
of said thigh-rest sections individually into an 
acute-inclined position relatively to its under 
lying thigh-rest section. - - ‘ i ' ~ 
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